
Imagine A New America 

 

Land of the free, home of the brave,  

we may be free and brave but we are not equal. 

I imagine an America where, 

women don’t need to fight for their rights. 

Homeless aren’t helpless. 

Refugees aren’t surrounded by deputies. 

People don’t need to be assigned to be kind they just are.  

 

Women should be equal to men,  

They should be able to make their own choices and have their own voices. 

Women can come to aid instead of being very afraid. 

All women should protest so all their issues are addressed. 

Every woman stand tall and remember to never to let yourself fall. 

 All people should be equal so stop waiting for the sequel. 

Start helping those whose voices are lost by mending all the choices to become courage and bravery, 

never fear.  

Courage is the only thing stronger than fear; it’s the only thing that won’t bring tears.   

Lock the tears and fears into a cell wall and only unlock them when you’re ready to fly not fall. 

 

Being left with no money or family at all, your thoughts are only how clumsy you are. 

Every day when we walk past that broken person we are just shattering them more than they already 

are. 

Take the time to fix the broken glass, stop by, be that bird in the sky that helps fix the torn wing and lets 

the bird fly and sing.  

Even just giving a coin can help the broken person rejoin, 

with the old person they were before. 

Before they were that broken glass that was battered so hard it shattered. 

Always remember that you helped them remember the stuff that mattered. 

Helping out at a kitchen is a honor not something that you should ponder. 



When you serve soup into the bowl you cause a small whoop in the soul. 

For that person who has been starving forever you have already made their life get better. 

As you help people on the street, you comfort them and make a memory they will forever keep. 

 

Every day religions are judged just because of a stupid grudge. 

We need to learn to give people a chance instead of ignoring how they take a stance. 

They have different circumstances like bombs that can destroy their families in seconds. 

Refugees are poorly mistreated, its not like they ever cheated! 

 We stand by and let it happen we don’t understand the damage that has caused the soul to blacken. 

While we are out of line they are just trying to shine, but the sun can’t shine without the help of earth 

just like we need to give these innocent people a life that has meaning and worth. 

 

Being mean should be forbidden because bad things can happen when we start outbidding. 

Shouting, screaming and punches are thrown but know body realizes the foul actions that are shown. 

When people are mean they draw attention which teaches others to cause tension, 

we don’t want to fight and we don’t want to quarrel we want to be those who teach others to be moral. 

Using fists is not the answer.   

We want peace not tension and it’s up to us to make this convention 

 Let’s make peace and lets make love because its our choice to be the white dove. 

 

 

Life is short 

Days fly by 

You can never now what is coming 

Until you try. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


